DARUL HUDA ISLAMIC SCHOOL, AL-AIN
SUMMER HOLIDAY ASSIGNMENT-2019
GRADE: VI
ENGLISH
1. Listening

(5marks)

Listening is an important aspect of language development.
Kindly visit the link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bEB8-SWMYhI
For a series of listening audios for a test which will be conducted in September.
A listening test will be taken up every week for 5 marks till the end of the academic year.
2. Speaking
Prepare yourself for a talk show on – “Contribution of the UAE for the protection of ozone
layer” on 16th September, 2019 - International Day for the Preservation of the Ozone Layer.
[5 marks]
3. Reading
Collect five news clippings and write any five new words from each with their meanings and
usage.
Arrange those words in alphabetical order and write on an A4 size paper their meanings by
looking up a dictionary.
[5 marks]
4. Writing
‘Discipline is the bridge between goals and accomplishment’. Set a timetable and utilise your
time to the utmost by balancing your activities like studies, play time, watching TV and other
activities which you undertake. Write how have planned your holidays keeping in view the
above statement.
[5 marks]
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General Science

Become a leaf expert - Make a herbarium

Instructions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Collect different types of familiar ten leaves.
Lay the leaves between the sheets of folded news paper .
Lay a heavy stack of books on the paper and press for 3 days .
.Take out the leaf after three days and repeat the process for three weeks .
Glue the leaves onto sheets of heavy paper for a wonderful collection of leaves that will
last a very long time!
6. Make a book by using these papers.
Your Herbarium is ready.
You can become quite an expert about leaves!

MyCommunity is My Identity:

(Do in notebook-activity page)

What are the different ways of producing electricity in UAE?

(PTO)
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Rubrics for Assignment ( Science )
Neatness

2

Content Knowledge

3

Presentation

2

Independent Learning

2

Regularity

1

Rubrics for Model
Creativity

3

Materials used

2

Presentation

2

Perfection

2

Neatness

1

Islamic Studies
GRADE
VI
(To Memorize)

ﺳﻮرة اﻟﺒﻠﺪ
ALL DUA'S IN THE PRAYER

Moral Education
Practice random acts of kindness. Do any five acts of kindness and write short notes on each.
Please make sure that the positive impact these acts make on others or environment is
included in your write-up.
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Social Science
1. Founded in 1968 by the late Sheikh Zayed, the Father of our nation, Al Ain Zoo is a true
family destination, providing entertainment and learning experiences in a natural outdoor
environment. Today, visitors of all ages discover the zoo's wildlife and enjoy a great day out
packed with fun and adventure, and explore our large animal collection of over 4000 animals
Animals in the zoo come from different countries around the world. Take the help of the link
provided and prepare a small album of any ten animals protected in the Al Ain zoo. Write their
names, the countries they are brought from etc. https://www.alainzoo.ae/explore-zoo/animals
2. Paste pictures of 10 tourist destinations around the world. Name the destination, the country
where they are located and a few lines about the importance of the place. The destinations must
be chosen from ten different countries around the world.

** Note - To make your work look attractive and neat, make sure that you do it on colored A-4
size sheets. Don’t forget to write the topic and put the name tag. Compile the sheets, punch and
put them together. When the school reopens bring back your treasure…. To go through it will be
our Pleasure!
RUBRICS
Presentation- 5
Content- 5
Total – 10 Marks
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Dear Ones ,
The much awaited summer holidays is back. It is the time to stay indoors , when it
is too hot. But also a time to enjoy with your family , friends and relatives. But
there is a lot more you can do to make your vacations more interesting, meaningful
and full of fun while still doing all your favourite things. To keep you occupied
during the vacation , some activities have been compelled to develop mathematical
skills , creativity and critical thinking.
Please Note: Encourage your child to do homework on his / her own.
Rubrics for the Assignment
Description
Assignment skills
● Meeting the first deadline
● Creativity
● Accuracy
● Speaks knowledgeably
● Best out of waste

points

*Submitting on time
*Being creative and neat
*Solutions are error free
*Explain the project
clearly
*Make use of materials in
a best way

Marks
obtained

2
2
2
2
2

Answer the following
1.I am equal to 3 times the sum of my digits. Tell what number am I?
2. A submarine starts out at 135 feet below sea level.It dives 239 feet before
rising 307 feet. Represent the current depth of the submarine as an integer.
3. Which whole number cannot be used as a divisor ? Explain your answer.
4. Draw a number line and answer the following.
a) If we are at -2 on the number line in which directions shall we move to
reach 7 ?
b) Which number shall we reach if we 8 numbers to the left of 4?
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Project
5. Write a short story involve integers . Your story should include situations
that represents negative, zero and positive integers . Draw a picture that
visually represents your story.
6. Make a working model of Equivalent fractions
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tq9LhGNe7b8&t=32s
https://www.math-salamander.com
UAE SOCIAL STUDIES GRADE - 6

1. Research: Conduct a research on the topic , water resources in the UAE.
( Causes of water shortage, challenges and initiatives to counter the shortage for
sustainability)
RUBRICS:
CONTENT

5

PRESENTATION

5

TOTAL

10

HAPPY HOLIDAYS
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